Mutation W284L of the human delta opioid receptor reveals agonist specific receptor conformations for G protein activation.
Intrinsic activities of different delta opioid agonists were determined in a [35S]GTPgammaS binding assay using cell membranes from Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells stably expressing the wild type (hDOR/CHO) or W284L mutant human delta opioid receptor (W284L/CHO). Agonist binding affinities were regulated more robustly by sodium and guanine nucleotide in W284L/CHO than in hDOR/ CHO cell membranes. The W284L mutation selectively reduced the affinity of SNC 80 while having moderate effect ((-) TAN 67) or no effect (DPDPE) on the affinities of other delta selective agonists. The mutation had opposite effects on the intrinsic activities of agonists belonging to different chemical classes. The effects of the mutation on agonist affinities and potencies were independent from its effects on the intrinsic activities of the agonists. Maximal stimulation of [35S]GTPgammaS binding by SNC 80 was 2-fold higher in W284L mutant cell membranes than in wild type hDOR/CHO cell membranes, despite lower receptor expression levels in the W284L/CHO cells. The binding affinity of SNC 80 however, was significantly reduced (15-fold and 30-fold in the absence or presence of sodium+GDP respectively) in W284L/CHO cell membranes relative to wild type hDOR/CHO membranes. Conversely, the Emax of (-)TAN 67 in the [35S]GTPgammaS binding assay was markedly reduced (0.6-fold of that of the wild type) with only a slight (6-fold) reduction in its binding affinity. The affinity and intrinsic activity of DPDPE on the other hand remained unchanged at the W284L mutant hDOR. The mutation had similar effects on the affinities potencies and intrinsic activities of (-)TAN 67 and SB 219825. The results indicate that delta opioid agonists of different chemical classes use specific conformations for G protein activation.